Woven Scraps
To make the quilt pictured
You need:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Various scraps to make the 16 patches
3 ¼ yards of black for sashing and cornerstones
3 ¼ yards of hot pink for sashing and cornerstones
1 yard of light pink for side and corner triangles
About 3/4 yard for binding in your color

Mine finished at 103”x103” after quilting and washing.

1. Make 113 16 patches from your 2” scrappy strips and squares. They should finish at 6.5” x 6.5” at this
point. You can use a variety of lights and darks. It doesn’t matter colors of the scraps.
2. All sashing is cut at 6.5”x3.5”. Cornerstones at 3.5”x3.5”.
a. Cut 126 pink 3.5”x6.5” for sashing
b. Cut 126 black 3.5”x6.5” for sashing
c. Cut 72 pink 3.5”x3.5” for cornerstones

d. Cut 72 black 3.5’x3.5” for cornerstones
3. Cut side triangles from light pink. I used a 10” square and cut it diagonally two ways to make 4
triangles. You will need 28 side triangles, so cut 7 10” squares. These will be slightly big. You can trim
before you sew on the binding.
4. Cut corner triangles from a 6” square. Cut once in half. Do this twice to make 4 corners. This is slightly
bigger than the Electric Quilt program told me, but I prefer to cut larger and trim down just before
binding.

5. After all 16 patches are assembled and other pieces are cut, you can start putting the top together by
starting in a corner using ¼” seams. If you need help doing this, look up “assembling on point” quilts
on the internet. This pattern maker doesn’t know how to show these diagrams yet! 
6. Bind in black after assembling your enormous quilt. Use your favorite method. I used black using 2.5”
cut strips.
My finished quilt:
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